**INTERNSHIP #1**

The company is in Hollister. Competitive pay, the main project will start some time in February, but they need someone asap. They are using contractor SQL recording, want to modernize. Web site is done with Word Press. ERP implementation – need programming skills, they are flexible with school schedule and are 9-5 company. Mail Resumes to Marc Marich: erp@marich.com

Marc Marich is a hands off boss, you'll do project management, redo website with java, javascript or dotnet, tablets and ipads, development on ERP system on tablets.
He can do a couple of students, ramping up project in February.

**JOB DESCRIPTION**

We are looking for a talented and motivated junior developer/web designer who has a passion for visual design in web and graphics with creative experience in the digital realm. This person will work closely with web development and ERP teams to create a web presence that effectively communicates the global brand voice, technologies and product information.

The web designer/programmer will have an eye for design and layout, the ability to code HTML/CSS, and enjoy analyzing and optimizing designs using the latest tools.

**Essential Responsibilities**

- Create, develop, and establish applications to meet the business needs utilizing current technologies, platforms, development tools and development languages
- Support existing solutions and be responsible for providing solution support after implementation
- Responsible for ensuring new patches/releases won't affect current web application's functionality
- Continually monitoring and improving existing programs
- Work closely with and communicate with customers in various departments to gather, analyze and document their business requirements, develop and build productive working relationships, identify solutions that will benefit customers, and help customers define necessary program changes or systems
- Maintain knowledge of and adhere to development standards for all applications
- Support clients in their understanding of the solution configuration, setup and functionalities
- Design and write high performance, reliable, reusable and easily maintained code
- Perform software testing, debugging, documentation, and installation tasks
- Resolve problems and issues in supported applications and environments
- Monitor and continually improve the content, quality and documentation of all applications
- Complete development and support tasks with some supervision
- Manage personal workload to complete assigned tasks in a timely manner; use available resources to provide quality solutions to meet customer needs

**Education / Experience:**

- AA or working on Bachelor’s degree in MIS, CIS, Computer Science or related field and 1 to 2 years of experience developing application based current technologies/development languages/platforms; or equivalent combination of education and experience.

The important skills preferred / needed for this position includes:

- Experience in Java, JSP, HTML5, CSS, Bootstrap or other programming language.
- MS SQL Server experience is preferred.
- Client-side libraries and controls including: JavaScript, jQuery
- Comprehension of the SDLC.
- Knowledge of Databases
- Web Programming and Site Design

Knowledge of commonly used java design
INTERNSHIP #2

Part-time IT Intern. This would be a paid role starting between $13-16 per hour based on experience. Candidates can email their resume to jobs@teknova.com; on the resume include applicable work experience, and/or applicable classroom experience.

IT SYSTEMS INTERN - JOB DESCRIPTION

JOB SUMMARY
The IT Systems Intern is responsible for supporting the operation, provision, installation/configuration and maintenance of systems hardware, software and related infrastructure under the direction of the IT Systems Analyst. This position provides a unique learning opportunity for students entering the IT Systems, and computer related fields.

PERFORMANCE DIMENSIONS, TASKS AND ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

- Supports desktop and laptop end-users with IT related problems including responding to phone requests, setting up and administering new user accounts
- Assists with IT projects related to support and infrastructure, including, but not limited to:
  - Verifying the integrity and availability of all hardware, server resources, systems and key processes
  - Investigating and troubleshooting issues
  - Repairing and recovering from hardware or software failures
  - Applying OS patches and upgrades on a regular basis, upgrading administrative tools and utilities
  - Configuring and adding new services as necessary
  - Upgrading and configuring system software that supports ERP applications or Asset Management applications per project or operational needs
  - Configuring CPU, memory and disk partitions as required
  - Planning and undertaking scheduled maintenance upgrades
  - Investigating, diagnosing and solving computer software and hardware faults
  - Building, maintaining, administering and supporting databases
  - Managing user access, roles and permissions
  - Keeping data secure by managing access privileges and information migrations
  - Installing and configuring database management software, translate database design and diagnose database performance issues
  - Maintaining operational, configuration or other procedures
  - Performing ongoing performance tuning, hardware upgrades and resource optimization as required
  - Installing software upgrades, managing hardware upgrades and maintaining computer servers
  - Developing backup and recovery strategies and monitoring servers to ensure capacity is not exceeded
- Supports end-users with remote access including connectivity or other related issues.
- Generates various reports by querying from database as needed
- Contacts database vendor for technical support
- Understands and follows Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)
- Performs other duties as assigned or requested

EDUCATION

- H.S. Diploma or equivalent
- Preferably enrolled in a Computer Science, Information Systems, or a technically equivalent undergraduate degree program at an accredited college or university.

WORK EXPERIENCE

- Previous related experience preferred
- Preferred experience with curriculum based on computer management with experience in Microsoft Windows Databases and Internet Programming; more consideration may be given to post graduate candidates with undergraduate degrees in Computer Science or a technically equivalent program.
- Prefer IT related experience in a work study program

OTHER KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / EXPERIENCE

- Ability to multi-task and work within time constraints.
- Critical thinking and problem solving skills.
- Good human relations and oral/written communication skills
- Ability to handle multiple projects concurrently
- Problem solving
- Ability to install and configure software
- Ability to learn and understand behavior of software several programming languages
Community Service / Volunteer Marketing through social media

Volunteer . . .
and help your resume standout from all the others!

Calling out to all Innovators and brilliant Social Media Marketing Minds looking for an opportunity to create, launch and execute a Social Media Marketing program that will reach 40K+ people in South County. There truly are no limits to the reach here.

Step out from the crowd and join the 2017 Morgan Hill Freedom Fest Public Relations team. We are changing the way South County experiences fun before, during and after events!

Boost your resume with the results of creating, pioneering and implementing this successful Media-Marketing program.

What: Social Media Marketing Venture
When: February - July 15, 2017
Where: Morgan Hill Freedom Fest - Independence Day Celebration

Opportunity: Create and execute social media marketing plan. Generate interest draw and following to the Freedom Fest event through multiple Social Media platforms including but not limited to: Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, NextDoor Downtown Morgan Hill, etc. Take and post pictures, videos, live streams, streaks, comments of promotion and interest, all event related articles. Support PR Director with media initiatives if/when needed.

Contact: Diana Wood | @dianawood
publicrelations@mhfreedomfest.com

P.S. Do you code? Calling All App creators
Innovative ways to boost Social via original Apps
WELCOME.
Contact Diana Now: @dianawood